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((GAL 2:1-10)) 

PRAY 

When we think of those things WHICH are IMPORTANT to being a true BELIEVER (versus a make-

believer), DO we think of the CHURCH? 

OR better yet---where do we place the CHURCH in level of importance? 

Is she optional (so only of “little importance”?), or maybe we see her as more than that---BUT still 

somewhere further down on the list (not (iow) in our top three)--- 

Where would we place her (and how do we think about her) when it comes to determining WHAT is 

IMPORTANT to the CHRISTIAN FAITH (optional, essential—or absolutely NECESSARY)? 

Well, that is WHERE we are (AGAIN) going today in our continuing series on “GOSPEL BOMBS”—this 

being (then)…    

GOSPEL BOMBS PART 5 

And the REASON this (wb-again) the overarching subject for our time TODAY (and as part of this 

series)—IS B/C this is the FOCUS of PAUL’S instruction in the verses we just read from CHAPTER TWO. 

They are all ABOUT the CHURCH… 

As a matter of FACT, these verses provide us with some of the BEST ECCLISOLOGY in all of the BIBLE. 

(IOW) it is in (and through) the teaching of these VERSES that WE LEARN A LOT about the CHURCH 

(God’s ekklesia)… 

AND in learning such things—we learn also---JUST HOW important SHE truly is TO our CHRISTIAN 

FAITH—to being a TRUE BELIEVER---which is (then) the GOSPEL BOMB (in these verses). 



IT is the gospel bombshell TRUTH of knowing that “getting the GOSPEL right (actually) requires the 

CHURCH. 

And that (then) is NUMBER 7 (in this series of bombshell truths about the GOSPEL which started back in 

chapter ONE)… 

SO (number 7)…  

7.  Getting the Gospel right requires the church. 

IOW:  W/O the church there is no way of knowing that what we have embraced is the 

correct/true/sound gospel message. 

The church is absolutely essential to getting the gospel right. 

AND (as I mentioned last week) THIS truly is “a bombshell truth”… 

(one) b/c this IS something you would rarely HEAR today (or would be in anybody’s top three list of why 

we need the church)… 

(and two) b/c THIS was something the GALATIAN churches had not put much reflection on—either… 

AND (as a result of such neglect) were (NOW) getting the GOSPEL wrong… 

THEY HAD (to Paul’s utter dismay) embraced a “different gospel” (as he calls it in 1:6)… 

A gospel which was NOW requiring observance of the OC clean laws (most esp. circumcision) in order to 

come into relationship w/God. 

A gospel (iow) which NO longer believed that entrance into such a relationship w/GOD only required 

faith in CHRIST. 

IT was the GOSPEL of a group known as the circumcision party—BUT it was NOT the GOSPEL Paul had 

preached to them… 

MORE importantly (though) it Was NOT the GOSPEL which HAD been approved by the CHURCH---which 

is what the first two verses of GALATIANS two are concerned with---PAUL’S former trip to JERUSALEM 

(where he had received the confirmation of the CHURCH) in relation to his gospel---a gospel (he himself 

at one time had doubted—but b/c of the church and her approval—doubted NO more). 



(1-2) 

“vain” = (“kenon”) is the word Paul uses (here) as we discussed during our time (last week also)…It is the 

same word used by Paul in Phi 2:16, 1Th 3:5 and 2Co 6:1.  And in all cases it means “empty or useless”.  

In those other texts it is in reference to Paul’s concern for his ministry among the Philippians, 

Thessalonians and Corinthians.  He is concerned that his countless hours of ministry among them might 

prove to be “empty or useless”—that they (IOW) will NOT continue to maintain what they had gained 

(through the GOSPEL he had shared with each of them).  And a similar idea is BEHIND Paul’s words 

(here) in Galatians 2:2.  This time (however) it is in relation to himself.  He was concerned (at the time he 

makes this visit to Jerusalem) that the GOSPEL he had been sharing among the Gentiles (a gospel which 

did not require them to observe the OC clean laws)---a gospel that was (at that time in the past) being 

challenged by the same group that is causing trouble among the Galatian churches now—the 

circumcision party—THAT this GOSPEL(meaning again his gospel)—might BE the wrong ONE---which 

means (also then) that his efforts (in sharing it) were “empty or useless”.  More devastating than THAT 

(though) is the REALITY that this WOULD (also) MEAN it WAS a FALSE GOSPEL---and (according to his 

own words in 1:8-9)---this would mean he was “accursed”---a man following the path of damnation. 

This WAS PAUL’S concern---and why (AGAIN) he had gone to Jerusalem all those YEARS ago---to GET it 

straight—to MAKE SURE that he was GETTING the GOSPEL right… 

(IOW) Paul knew that if he was GOING to possess the correct/true/sound gospel (which saves rather 

than damns) then it required the CHURCH. 

HE knew THAT getting the GOSPEL RIGHT requires (also) the CHURCH—and so (w/that understanding—

this once more is where he goes—HE GOES to the church)… 

AND that is the POINT in these VERSES---this was Paul’s intention for writing them DOWN---to teach not 

only the GALATIANS (but us) of our NEED for the CHURCH (and here validation) if we are to be confident 

that what we possess is the RIGHT GOSPEL MESSAGE. 

That doesn’t (however) mean just any church (as we discovered during our time as well) –BUT one 

recognized/identified as such BY GOD.  (IOW) it needs to be GOD’s church---a true “household of GOD” 

(as Paul calls it in 1Ti 3:15) which means a church meeting the CRITERIA found in Act 11:19-26---since 

those are the only true churches---the only ones who CAN help us GET the GOSPEL RIGHT. 



And I wish we had time to REVISIT those VERSES (this morning)—so that you could see WHAT the BIBLE 

says defines a true/legitimate church—BUT we unfortunately don’t –(so if you weren’t here last week 

when we talked about that—I would strongly encourage you to listen to that online). 

WHAT (then) we need to cover today as new material (and as a continuation on our discussion of this 

TRUTH) is WHY this is the CASE… 

WHY (IOW) the CHURCH is so IMPORTANT (so absolutely necessary) to GETTING the GOSPEL RIGHT… 

AND there (are according to Paul) 3 VERY important REASONS---reasons which MAKE UP the remainder 

of our verses (3-10). 

AND so that is WHERE we are going RIGHT NOW---into to discovering WHY the church is so very 

important to getting the GOSPEL RIGHT---and here is the FIRST REASON: (b/c…) 

7.1. The church determines the gospel’s salvific parameters. 

(1-2…3) 

“Titus” = This is speaking of the same person that Paul later pens a letter in the NT to.  He was a member 

of the Antioch church, and Paul’s helper in the gospel (2Co 8:23).  More importantly though, he was NOT 

ordered by the Jerusalem church to be circumcised (in order to be in compliance w/the gospel). And 

that is WHO Paul is speaking about when he states that Titus was “not forced”---it is the CHURCH at 

Jerusalem. 

Paul is saying that (though Titus was a “Greek” and NOT a Jew.  IOW:  Though he was uncircumcised) 

they (the church) DID NOT demand that it happen as a GOSPEL REQUIREMENT . 

7.1.1.Which means two things: 

(one) the CHURCH is agreeing w/Paul’s gospel (and opposing) the gospel of the circumcision party. 

(And two) the CHURCH is (by such actions) determining the gospel’s salvific parameters. 

(IOW) They are deciding what the GOSPEL requires (in order to be a message and method which saves) -

--and WHAT it doesn’t. 

THINK ABOUT IT: by determining that Titus did not NEED to be circumcised—this is EXACTLY what they 

are doing—they are determining WHAT the parameters of the GOSPEL are (unto salvation). 



THEY are confirming WHAT the BIBLE teaches as necessary to enter into a right RELATIONSHIP w/GOD. 

And the KEY word there is “confirming”… 

The CHURCH does not CREATE the GOSPEL parameters (as a means to determining them)—IOW: the 

GOSPEL requirements are NOT the invention of the CHURCH (something we come up w/ on our own)… 

RATHER those parameters/requirements are already CREATED by GOD in HIS WORD… 

And so the JOB of the church is TO DETERMINE what those PARAMETERS are---and confirm THEM (so 

that people know whether or not what they are believing is the correct/true/sound gospel message)---

which is WHY (again) PAUL is AT the CHURCH (in Jerusalem)—B/C he understood this TRUTH (in relation 

to the CHURCH)—He knew this is WHY (iow) they were so necessary to getting the GOSPEL RIGHT—B/C 

they are the ONES WHO  determine (through confirmation NOT creation) what the GOSPEL 

parameters/requirements ARE. 

7.1.2.Additional Support: (Act 15-Jerusalem council; Baptism: thru confirming someone for baptism are 

we not also determining the parameters of the gospel---since isn’t this what determines whether or not 

we baptize someone---AND why people can’t GO OUT and self-baptize--Act 8:36---the church 

determines/confirms what the criteria is (in the Bible)—and who meets it (Joh 20:23). 

 Example of this in the American judicial system = the Constructionist view of Constitution (which 

believes that) the Constitution is a static document which has created the limits/parameters of the law 

for us as a nation and people.  Our job is simply to confirm/recognize what those limits/parameters are.  

In other words, the Constitution is what defines the culture (the court’s job is simply to identify what 

that is –confirm it and enforce it). 

This (btw) is in direct contrast to the Non/Anti-Constructionists view (which believes that) the 

Constitution is a “living document” which requires that we create the limits/parameters of the law for us 

as a nation and people.  And that because, the limits/parameters of the law must change as the 

demands of the culture itself changes.  The job of courts (then) is to determine what the culture is 

currently demanding and create laws accordingly.  In other words, the culture defines the Constitution. 

 

 



Example of the Non/Anti-Constructionist view w/in Christianity = guys like Brian Maclaren and Rob Bell 

who think that the Bible was not created for the purpose of mining out inspired propositions or 

authoritative precepts for living—but rather—as an historical document which inspires us to find our 

own truth through its stories.  

(BTW) you can identify churches/Christians on this particular path fairly easy:  they are always talking 

about “the story” or “the journey”—or—“how its story relates to our story”—or—“finding/making 

Jesus’ story—your own story through incarnational living (living Jesus’ story through you)”---ALL STUFF 

that makes you want to puke, burn all your khaki pants and swear to never live in Highlands Ranch---or 

join an ACTS 29 church.  

7.1.3. For further consideration on this subject and the authority given to the church for determining 

such things: Consider also the fact that what we view as God’s Word was determined by the church (as 

well---IOW:  the early church were the ones who recognized confirmed what texts were the inspired 

words of God (as well as which ones were not).  So the next time you think “I don’t need the church to 

determine what the gospel is—I just need my Bible” –realize that you are speaking hypocritically—since 

(even) what you possess as the Bible was determined by the church! 

(the second reason the church is so important to getting the gospel right is b/c…) 

7.2.  The church determines who are false and true gospel teachers. 

(4-9) 

Based on what Paul says (here) in these verses they can be divided into two groups:  those who are false 

teachers of the gospel (4-5) and those who are true (6-9)----and w/both it is the CHURCH making that 

distinction. 

7.2.1. In re: to the false teachers: (4—“yet because of false brothers secretly brought in”) = This is 

referring to the circumcision party (those who again thought observance of the OC clean laws was 

necessary to salvation) who HAD (once before) visited the Antioch church---AND attempted (as Paul 

says) “to spy out” their “freedom in Christ” and “bring (them) into slavery”.  (IOW) TO SEE if they were 

making the GENTILES be circumcised and observe the OC clean laws—and (if not) pressure them into 

such bondage.  And THOUGH Paul had not yielded in submission to them—even for a moment—so that 

the gospel wb “preserved” (v5), WHAT GAVE HIM the real confidence to CALL them what HE DOES 

(here) (which is again “false brothers”)---WAS the CHURCH. 



IT was only b/c of their affirmation of the GOSPEL HE HAD held onto –that HE (then ) KNEW (for sure) 

that NOT ONLY  WAS he NOT the one “running in vain” (i.e. the one preaching the false GOSPEL) BUT 

ALSO (by default) WHO WAS (the circumcision party!). 

This (again) THEN is the impetus BEHIND what He SAYS—it is b/c the CHURCH had determined that his 

GOSPEL was the RIGHT ONE—that he could declare theirs the wrong ONE---and (them) “false brothers”-

--which is essentially the same thing as “false teachers” in this context –since that is what they became 

(through their preaching/teaching a false gospel). 

SO the CHURCH (then again) is also responsible for this:  determining WHO are false teachers in relation 

to the GOSPEL –since the same criteria by which you judge what is correct/right/true/sound GOSPEL is 

the same criteria (also) by which you judge who are its false teachers---which is why Paul is saying what 

he does in these verses (this btw never ceases to amaze me:  people have no problem saying who is 

okay but then will act as though they can’t discern for sure who isn’t—yet it is the same criteria!) 

7.2.2. Additional support for what was just said:  the church determines who the false gospels teachers 

are (and that this is part of her job---esp. for those who are her leaders) = (1Co 14:34-38; Eph 5:10, Act 

20:28-30; Rom 16:17; 1Ti 1:3; Paul calls them out by name in his writings: 1Ti 1:20; 2Ti 2:17) 

7.2.3. In re: to true gospel teachers = This is what “those who seemed influential” (v6), “James and 

Cephas and John, who seemed to be pillars”(v9) determined WAS the Apostle PAUL. 

(Which is why he says) “they saw I had been entrusted w/the gospel” (v7),and that “he who worked 

through Peter…worked also through me (v8)  

They also (Paul says in v9) “perceived the grace that was given to me” and “gave the right hand of 

fellowship to Barnabas and me” 

PAUL (was in the eyes of the Jerusalem church and her leaders) a true gospel TEACHER (something the 

Galatians had forgotten about)… 

He was (however) more than THAT (according the what he says in 6-9—esp. v9)---HE WAS an apostle. 

“right hand of fellowship” = You may remember discussing this phrase during our BACKSTORY.  I 

(believe) it refers to more than JUST acknowledgement of PAUL (as a Christian brother).  As a matter of 

fact, I don’t think it refers to that AT ALL (since Paul had already been recognized as such long before 

(1:18-19—he had been to Jerusalem over ten years prior and was accepted as a Christian at that time)—



SO these verses MUST refer to something ELSE—something BIGGER—and I believe it is PAUL’S 

APOSTLESHIP: this is the point when the Jerusalem church recognized his calling to the OFFICE of 

APOSTLE (which inadvertently made him also a leader in that church—since it was the church of the 

apostles—the foundational church setting precedent for all the others). 

7.2.4.What is important NOT to miss in all of this (though) is this point related to TRUE GOSPEL teachers:  

The only way the church could DO such a thing (as recognize PAUL as an apostle—and subsequently a 

true gospel teacher) is IF they had the authority to DO SO.  This (too) would be the only REASON for Paul 

sharing it (here)—to reveal this ASPECT as another reason WHY the church is SO VERY VERY important 

to getting the gospel RIGHT (b/c w/o them we WON’T know WHO is legit and who isn’t—WHO to listen 

to—and WHO not to).  The church and her leaders are the ONE who determines such things (again 

consider 1Co 14:34-38). 

  7.2.5. What this MEANS practically = When picking who we will listen to (or read) or get advice from 

(esp. related to the GOSPEL)—we should be (first) asking the question:  What church DO they HAIL 

from?  What legitimate biblical church HAS approved/recognized them as true gospel teachers?---b/c if 

there are no churches recognizing them (or that they are affiliated with—or members of that are legit)—

THEN we should NOT consider them legit EITHER—NOR listen to their message (no matter how popular 

they are)! 

(The third and final reason the church is so important to getting the gospel right is b/c…) 

7.3. The church determines what constitutes valid gospel ministry. 

(10) 

7.3.1.“they asked us to remember the poor”:  Support for proposing that this (indeed) is communicating 

to us that the church is (also) responsible for determining what constitutes a valid gospel ministry = This 

is the paradigm we see throughout the NT (the church –her leaders or leaders and people determine 

what constitutes valid as well as invalid ministry: Act 6:1-5, 11:29-30, 15:22; *1Co 14:34-38). 

7.3.2  What this means practically =There is no valid ministry outside of the church (since she is the only 

one who can validate/recognize it as such.  This is further re-enforced by the fact that the only 

ministerial institution Christ ever said He would build is the church (Mat 16) –which means if it is not an 

extension of the church—then it is NOT a ministry (and that includes every school, college and seminary 

not directly under/run by the church). 



7.3.3.  Who in this verse “the poor” refers to = those w/in the churches (i.e. true believers in Christ) who 

could not financially support themselves—or care for their needs (physical or financial).   

7.3.4.  Support that (that this is indeed who they are speaking about) = b/c this is the only types of poor 

people we see being supported/cared for (compare Act 2:44-45 to Act 3:1-6; Act 4:34-35, 6:1).  This was 

true even w/Jesus’ ministry (Jesus’ focus was the Jews—the people in covenant w/God –this is also who 

He fed –Mat 10:6, 15:24; Mat 14 and 15).  This is also what God commanded of His people in re: to each 

other (Deu 15:7-8).    

7.3.5. Who this does not include: the lazy (2Th 3:6-15) (the bums and drunks on 16th mall would fit into 

this category. 

7.3.6.  Does this mean we don’t help those outside the church at all? No, but it does mean the church is 

the priority (make sure the needs of God’s people are met before we help those outside)—And NEVER 

the lazy—in or out! (Gal 6:10)—Spending money on unbeliever’s is a way to reach them for Christ 

(evangelism –Luk 16:9) 

7.3.7.  The FOUR valid gospel ministries we see recognized and supported in the NT: 

1) EVANGELISM: making disciples through preaching the gospel (this is why Paul was in Jerusalem –v2) 

(2Ti 4:5) 

2) MISSIONS: planting churches (this is where Paul has come from—a church planted by the Jerusalem 

church and what we see from Acts 8-20).  

3)  DISCIPLESHIP:  all aspects of discipleship which takes place through the teaching of God’s Word.  This 

includes: preaching, shepherding, counseling, musical worship (when it is according to God’s Word).  

This (btw) is why we must make sure that what we are singing is doctrinally right—b/c all musical 

worship is (or sb) is congregational preaching to music (Act 20:28; 2Ti 2:2; Mat 28:20; Eph 5:19—this 

takes place in the church). 

 4) MERCY: caring for the church’s truly poor (Act 4:34). 

 

 



7.3.6. These 4 (along w/ all ministry needing to be an extension of a church) sb the criteria for what we 

(today) as the CHURCH recognize as valid gospel ministry:  (IOW): We should ONLY recognize things as 

ministry THAT:  are under a biblical church and fit the definition of evangelism, missions, discipleship or 

mercy—IF it doesn’t then we should NOT recognize it or support it as valid ministry (Example where this 

very practical from a financial standpoint:  Somebody wants to start a break-dancing ministry where 

they share the gospel at the end of each show:  the only part of what they are doing that we should 

recognize/support as ministry is the 15 minutes at the end where they give a gospel presentation v. 

recognizing the whole thing as a “break-dance ministry” and supporting them as full-time ministers 

(they are not full-time ministers since the only time they are doing ministry is for 15 minutes at the 

end.).    

7.3.7.  The point NOT to miss = The church is (again) the ONE determining those things related to the 

GOSPEL (from her parameters to her teachers to her valid ministries). 

Which means (bringing this WHOLE DISCUSSION FULL CIRCLE) the church REALLY is IMPORTANT to 

getting the GOSPEL RIGHT! 

 


